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Towards the study of Late Bronze and Early lron Age
settlements and settlement systems of the Colchian Culture
in Western Georgia
By Joni APakidze

f
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To date, over one hundred Late Bronze and Early
lron Age settlement sites in Western Georgia
have been studied more or less completelyl . A
considerable part of them belong to well stratified
sites of Colchian culture. These sites are of major
importance to the study of settlement types and
systems, as well as to the chronology of this culture2 (Fig. 1; 2).

The geo-climatic conditions of the Colchian
Plain determined the emergence of a peculiar

settlement type in this region. Due to the high humidity and marshy conditions, dwellings and economic facilities were built on platforms made of
thick wooden beams or on clay mounds. This
prevented undergror-tnd wa.ter and moisture from
penetrating into the settlement. The size of these
platforms is usually equivalent to the settlement,
even though there are instances of the latter exceeding the former. The Nosiri layer 1 settlement
for example, considerably exceeds the boundaries of the clay mound3.
Some artificial settlement mounds are noticeably higher than the present-day ground, being
elliptical, oval or round in shape. The highest
man-made mound on the Colchian Plain is the
Patriketi hillock measuring 9 ma. The lowest, only
0,5 m in height, was found on the right-hand bank
of the river Tsivis. The medium height Namarnu
mound covers the largest area with a diameter of
160m6, while the Lekhaindrao Dikha-gudzuba
covers the smallest area with a diameter of
20 m7.
The aftificial settlement mounds mostly consist
of multiple layers, some of them comprising
Early, Middle, Late Bronze - Early lron Age and
Classical Period layers. For example, the lower
layer 4 (Fig. a) of the Namceduri settlement
1 Ky6l.rH 1950; Boponoe 1969; Gogadze 1982; ta6enrF 1984;
MilKeraa3e 1990; AnaKfiA3e 1991; Jibladze 1997; Baramidze
1998; Chigoshvili 1999; Apakidze et a| 2001 a.
2 Apakidze 2001b; Apakidze 2002a, 9-10; 71-72; Apakidze

r'

2002b,36-41.
Gogadze 1982,83-84 P|.8.
,[xr,r<rn 1979,14.

5 Khoshtaria 1945,467.
6 Mr*ena.qge 1982,34.
7 Grigolia et al. 1973, 28.

mound (Fig. 3) dates from the end oJ the Middle
Bronze Age8, while the layers 5, 4 and 3 belong
to various stages oi the Late Bronze and Early
lron Agee (Fig. 5; 6). Excavations have shown
that the settlement layer 2 belongs to the Early
Classical period (6th-4th cent. B.C.), while layer 'l
generally can be dated to the Classical periodlo.
Occasionally only one of the listed periods is
attested, like in Naokhvamu (Fig.7; 8), Chaladidi
Zurga, Abedati dikha-gudzuba etc., where only
Late Bronze-Early lron Age cultural layers were
discovered.

It should be noted that in the weak soil zone
(settlement sites of zones ll-lV according to N.
Khoshtaria's classification)11 of the Colchian Plain
(with the exception of the lmereti Lowland) the
present-day- height

of mounds does not corre-

spond to the actual Bronze Age height. Due to a
subsidence of the Colchian Plain a substantial

part of the cultural layers of these settlement
sites lies 3-5 m below the present-day ground,
i. e. the soil surface of the first settlements during
the Bronze Age lay much lower than today.
Our picture of the arrangement of the moats
and canals surrounding the Colchian Plain adificial settlement mounds is not quite clear. How-

ever,

to date, fairly interesting and

noteworthy

evidence has accumulated as a result of archaeological investigations in this direction. Interesting
evidence to this question has been preserved in
the works of the Ancient Greel< ph'rrsician and traveller Hippocratesl2. lt is known to us that the
Naokhvamu and Namcheduri mounds were surrounded by a single artificial moat13, while the
Anaklia dikha-gudzuba possessed two moatsra.
Moats would have also have been dug around
the Nosiri and "Kekeluri Zuga" mounds15. lnter-

8 Apakidze 2oo2a, 16; 76.
9 Mn<enagse,4(axyraüuerrr 1985, 14-19; Apakidze 2002a,
1 6; 76.
10 Mhxenagser(axyraüu:ennr 1985, 11
-12.
11 Khoshtaria 1945, 465; 466.
12
Qaukhchlshvili 1965, 44; 45
13 Kyptr" 1950, 167. Mn<enagse,Xaxyraüuennn 1985, 12.

la Ky6ilaH 1950,238.
15 Gogadze 1982,82.
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Fig. 1
Mäp showing distribution of well stratified tell- and hill settlements of the Late Bronze and Early tron Age Colchian Culture on the territory of modern Western
Georgia. o Tell settlements; o Hill settlements. - 1 Kulanurkhva,2 Eshera,3 Gumista,4 Sokhumis mta/Sukhumskaja Gora,5 Tamishi/Tamish,6 Mokvi/
Uofvä, Z Tsarche-Jikha, 8 Tsipuria at Tagiloni, 9 Pichori (Complex of tell settlements), 10 Pichori (tell settlement at Nakargali) 11 Anaklia (tell settlements
'15 Chaladidi (tell settlement Chaladidis Zurga), 16 Pichvnari'
Dikha-Gudzuba I and il), 12 Mämutias Dikhä-Guozuba at Ergeta, 13 Zhir-Suki at Paluri, 14 Kulevi,
17 Chotoki, 18 Kobuletl (tell settlement Namcheduri), 19 Tsikhisdziri, 20 Batumis Tsikhe/Tamaris Tsikhe, 21 Reka (tell settlement Naokhvamu), 22 Nosiri,
23 Ckhemi, 24 Gedzheti, 25 Kekeluri Zuga und Nachvis Zuga at Mukhurcha, 26 Abedatis Dikha-gudzuba, 27 Saeliasos Kuflia,28 Letsave at Salchino, 29 Kodori, g0 Namarnu at Ketilari, 31 Gvimbalauris Zurya, 32 Näzikhvari and Naskadrevi at Dablagomi, 33 Mtisdziri, 34 Akhvledianebis Gora ln Vani, 35 Patriketis
Gorika, 36 Dateshidzis Gora at Kutaisi, 37 Cichurä at Meore Sviri, 38 Modinache at Sachkhere, 39 Dzhieti, 40 ltkhvisi, 41 Sabaduris Gora in Sairche, 42 Goradziri in Korbouli, 43 Tskinvalis Natsargora, 44 Khovlegora.

esting canal systems have been discovered surrounding the Pichoril6 and NamarnulT settlement
sites. In Pichori, not far from the coast, four settlement sites have been identified. Each site comprises several man-made mounds, one occupying
16 6aparur,r4se etal. 1991, 18; Jibladze 1997, 52i Baramidze
1998, 4;46.
17 crigolia 1973, 50.

a central position by its size and location. lt has
been suggested that the four settlement sites

must have been connected with each other
through a single canal system, while each mound
was surrounded by a moat, connected to the central canal. Moats and canals were filled with
water of the Gagida river18.
18 Baramidze 1998, 4;46.
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Fig.3
Namcheduri
settlemenl mound,
WE-section
(after Mnxena4se/
XaxyraüuJBhn14 1 985).
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Namcheduri
settlement mound.
General plan of
excavations, layer 4
(1 1tn-1Oth cent. B.C.
(after MfiKenaA3e/
Xaxyraüuannr 1 985)).
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Thus, e.9., the area between ditch I and ll of the
Namarnu site totals to 20 ha21 (Fig.9), which
would have fully ensured the supply of food for
such a large settlement. In contrast the farming
area around such a small-size settlement as, for
example, Lekhaindrao Dikha-gudzuba occupies
only t ha.
From the early lron Age onwards new settlement types emerged on the Colchian Plain. One
such type is an extensive, open-type, unfodified
settlement site, located in valleys, mainly on river
banks, in close proximity to their confluences.
Such settlement types have been discovered in
many places of the Colchian Plain. To date, the

21 Grigolia 1973, 50.

remains of ihe log

stud!res

floor ol the stüct!re, paved wth dis@id iat siones

Fto.5
Nämcheduri settlemenl mound. General plan of excavations,
Iayer 5 (13rh-12rh cent. B.C. (after Mr,r<ena4sel Xaxylaüwaunn
1

e85)).

following settlements have been comparatively
well studied: Kistriki (Fig.10; 11), Machara, Mokvi22, Nosiri (exploratory platforms I and ll)23, Chaladidi (sections I and ll of Sabazho)24, Qulevi (on
the right bank of the river Khobi)2s, as well as the
industrial settlements at Ochkhomuri (Fig. 12; 13)
22 falenua 1984,5.
23 Gogadze 1982,7-g.
24 Mikeladze 1978, 33-37.
25 Mrrena4se et al. 1974, 2B-2g
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Namcheduri settlement mound. General plan of excavations,
layer 6 (17th-161h cenl. B.C. (after MrrenaAseÄaxyraüLuaunn
1
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98s).

Naokhvamu settlement mound. General plan of WE-section
and of the excavations in the years 1933, 1934 and 1936 (atter
Kuftin 1950). - I quadral 1, Layer I (15th-14th cent. B.C.), log
structure; ll quadrat 2; lll quadrat 3, layer l, log structure; lV
quadrat 4, layer l, log structure
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Fig.8
Naokhvamu settlement mound. A General plan of WE-side;
B WE-section
(1sth-101n cent. B,c.
(after KyQrrH 1950)).
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sequence of the Laz Transgression, which began
in the 2nd century B.C. and continues to the present day, western Georgia's former coast is now
covered by the sea2e. Alone between Ochamchire
and Enguri, due to an active invasion, the sea

has advanced 4-5 m over the last 50 years3o.
Hence, it may be assumed that part of the dune
settlements have been submerged.

ln the Colchian foothills both settlement
mounds (Abedati31, Saeliao "Kurzia"3z) and manufacturing settlements (Ochkhomuri)33 have been
discovered. They are located on hillocks and
natural elevations (Khorshi "Lomuri" Goras, Lia
"Dida-Kirsa"35, Dablagomi "Natsikhvara"36, Dablagomi "Nasaqdrevi"3T, Vani "Akhvledianebis" Gora
[equivalent to the site of ancient Vani; the earliest
layer of the upper end central terraces dates from
the 8th-7th cent. B.C.]38, Kutaisi "Dateshidzis
Gora3e, etc.) or on mountain ridges (Letsave4o).
The settlements in the mountain regions of Col-

chis have to dateal not been subject of any in-
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depth study, which precludes their further discussion here.
Thus, in the early stage of Colchian Bronze
culture two principal settlement types were dominant in Colchis (Western Georgia): artificial settlement mounds and settlements on natural hills
and elevations. By the last stage of this culture
(Late Bronze and Early lron Ages) already five
different settlement types had developed: artificial
mouncis, settiements on naturai hiils and eleva-
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tions, dune settlements, "open-type" unfortified
settlements, situated on river banks or terraces,

'

as well as industrial settlements.

Fig.9
Namarnu settlement
mounds. Plan of the
system of ditches
around the settlement
(after Grigolia 1973).

and "Natsiskvilari"26. These settlements are ouite
extensive. Aside from farming implements, materials connected to the oroduction of metal have
been found. Thus, in section ll of Chaladidi Sabazho a fragment of kiln clay and a mould for a miniature Colchian axe27 were found. In the manufacturing settlements of Ochkhomuri and "Natsiskvilari"

As regards the planning of these five settlement types we are only able to reconstruct more

or less fully three: the

artificial settlement

mounds, "open-type" unfortified settlements and
industrial settlements. The planning of the other
settlement types has been inadequately studied
to date, and their investigation is a matter of the
future.

beads of semiprecious stones were produced, in
addition to the crafts mentioned above. Material
connected with the manufacture of beads has
been discovered at manufacturing settlements2s.
In the Early lron Age a rather specific settle-

ment type called dune settlement (Fig.1a; 15)
appeared in the Colchian littoral zone. As a con-

29 Mqxena4ser(axyraüuanlu 1 985, 7-8.
3o
AxaHenhAse 1980,21.
31 Pkhakadze 1974, 137-149.
32 crigolia etal. 1g7g,24.
33

Anar"sse 1991, 8-11; 25-31; Apakidze

2OO2a, 65-74

Pt.14-24.

26 Tora4se 1987, 231-234; AnaKhA3e 1991, 8-11; 25-31;
Apakidze 2000, 184 211; Apakidze 2001ai Apakidze20O2a,
65-74 Pt. 14-24.
27 Mikeladze 1978,37 Pl. 10,63*182.
28 foragae 1987
,231 -234; Apakidze 1 986, 657-660; AnaKrA3e
1991,

42.

44

48 Pl. 37

-45i 78-95; Apakidze

2OO2b, 21

-24i

80

-

34 Gogadze 1982, 36.
35 Grigolia,/Baramidze 1964, 13.
36 KyglaH 1950.
37 Tolordava 1977,71-80 Pl.45-64.
38 Kacharava etal. 1979, 8; 37; IlopÄrranaHnAse
72; Tolordava 2001, 37 -42 Pl. 1 -5.
39 Jikia 1922, 26;
Axrrrs 1979, 9.

40 Mnxena4se 1982,35.
41 gapronann 1989; Chartolani 1996.

etal.

1991,
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On the Colchian Plain, aftificial

settlement

mounds cover an area of in between 1,500 and
3,000 sq. m. Thus, e. 9., the total area of Chaladidi
Zurga is 1,800 sq. m.42, Naokhvamu - 1,200 sq.
m.43, Nosiri - 2,000 sq. m.44, Sakulia and Kopitnari - 2,500-2,700 sq. m.a5 In these settlements
the buildings appear to have been clustered together, as every inch of land, having been
wrested from the marshes by man, was greatly
valued. Besides, it should be pointed out that
the built-up area of the platform was of much
less size than the area of the artificial mound

z1-

itselfa6.
=.."1.

Besides their function in drainage, land-reclamation and communication, the ditches and canals surrounding the settlement mounds had a

Black Sea

defensive purpose as well. In addition to the
moats, the settlements were enclosed within a
paling with built-in wooden towers- Such a type
of a defensive system often proved to be an inaccessible fortress. Suffice it to say, that even the
well-trained and organised Greek troops failed to
take a similarly fortified fortress of the Colchian
tribe of Drilae. According to Xenophon: ".. . when
they (the Hellenes) {ailed to capture the fodress
by storm, for it was surroundeci by a wicle pii and
banked earth, on which a paling and numerous

wooden towers were erected, they decided to
leave it."47 Such a defence system (consisting of
embankment, and a paling with built-in
wooden towers) was found surrounding the Namcheduri settlementaE. The central mound of the
Namarnu settlement site was surrounded by a

a ditch,

ditch 50 m in diameter. Smaller mounds surrounding the central mound revealed only 4-5 m
wide ditches around them, their depth reaching
3-4 mae.
Settlements on plains, river banks and terraces
represent the open, unfortified type, covering an
area of above t ha. In addition to dwellings and

economic facilities, we also find workshops in
close proximity to the other structures. The socalled dune settlements appear in the coastal
zone and reveal thick cultural layers.
The Ochkhomuri manufacturing settlement is
situated in the village of Ochkhomuri (Chkhorotsqu district) on the river Ochkhomuri terrace. This
terrace lies at a distance of 500-800 m from the

42 Mikeladze 1978,23.
43 Ky4rrx 1950,167.
aa Gogadze 1982,6.
a5
flxraxran 1979, 9.
46
fixaeaxnursnfln 1973, 359.
47 Mikeladze 1967,92.
48 Mr,rxenagseÄaxyraüuLernn 1 985, 20-21.
as Grigolia 1973,51.
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river. lts altitude above sea level is 110m. The
surface of the terrace on which the site was discovered represents a flat plain. The industrial settlement covers an area exceeding t ha'
Dwelling structures have not survived on this

site. A

large quantity of wooden, charcoal and

plaster remnants discovered in the cultural layers
of this site testifies to the existence of wooden
buildings here. lt is difficult to be definite about
the planning of workshops and dwellings. The ex-

cavations carried out to date seem to suggest

100 m

Fig. 10
Kistriki (also called
Bambora/Bombora)
settlement site.
Schematic plan of
excavation area with
positions of dwellings
(end of 2nd
beginning of the 1st
millennium B.C. (after
5)KaHhF/fa6enüF

-

2OO2).
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Fig. 11
Klstriki (also called Bambora,/Bombora) settlement site. Plan of excavation areas (after [a6enra 1984).

that workshops and various-purpose structures

were situated in close vicinity. The Colchis low-

closely abutted on one another.
No buildings have survived in the industrial settlement at "Natsiskvilari" either. However, here
too, the existence of wooden structures should
be presumed, as indicated by the discovery of a
large quantity of charcoal and plaster remnants.
The planning of workshops, as well as dwellings
and household structures must have more or less
corresponded to the Ochkhomuri industrial settle-

land and foothills were intensively developed. According to the author's view, settlements dated to
the last stage of the Colchian Bronze Age should
be classified as protourban settlementsso.

ment.

This is in brief the topography, planning, and
typology of the Colchian Bronze and Early lron
settlement sites, based on the available data. On
the grounds of archaeological data, the author
assumes that large and compactly populated settlements of different types flourished in Colchis at
the turn of the 2nd to the 1st millennium B.C. Thev

50 For a detailed discussion of the determination and typological classification of settlements of the Colchian Late Bronze
to Early lrön Ages and the beginning of a broad adoption of
iron, see Lordkipanidze 1986, 61-62; 65-68; Apakidze
2001b, 13.1 -139.
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Fig. 12
OJhkhomuri manufacturing settlement. Plan of excavation areas (1Oth-8thcent. B.C. (after Apakidze 2000)).
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Bronze Age. Dedicated to the 80th Birthday of Prof'
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Abstract
The geoclimatic conditions of the Colchian Plain with
high humidity and marshiness determined the emergence of a peculiar type of settlement here, where buildings
were constructed on platforms built of thick wooden
beams or on clay mounds, preventing underground
water and moisture from penetrating into the buildings.
The size of the platforms usually coincided with the
area of the settlement, but there are instances of the
latter exceeding the former. Some adificial settlement
mounds are noticeably elevated from the contemporary
surface. They are mainly multi-layered monuments, but
here are also single period sites.
The total area of the Colchian settlement mounds
ranged from 1500 to 3000 sq. m. lt should be noted that
the area allotted for construction was much smaller in
size than the area of the mound itself. The dwelling
mounds were surrounded with intricate drainage and
defensive systems. Slightly elevated farming plots, surrounded with ditches, abuüed on the dwelling mounds.
At the early stage of the Bronze Age two principal

of settlements prevailed in Colchis (Western
Georgia): Artificial dwelling mounds and settlements on
natural hills and elevations. At the last stage of this culture (Late Bronze and Early lron Ages) there were already five different setilement types: Artificial mounds,
settlements on natural hills and elevations, dune settlements, and "open-type" unfortified settlements, situated
on river banks and terraces and manufacturinq-settlements.
On the grounds of archaeological data, the author assumes that large and densely populated settlements of
different types flourished in Colchis by the end of the
2nd to the beginning of the 1st mill. 8.C., most situated
not far from each other. The Colchis lowland and foothills were intensively developed. According to the author's view, settlements dated by this period were protourban settlements.
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